USB-C CABLE
USB-C uses a convenient reversible plug that connects every time and supports the fastest data speeds available on
USB. It also offers faster charging than other USB form factors thanks to higher wattage. ADATA makes sure you
enjoy the full benefit of USB-C with a durable cable that features a protective sleeve to prevent interference and
data loss. We use the finest materials, ensuring the cable can withstand bending, twisting, and pulling. An integrated
E-MARK chip boosts transmission power to enable up to 100W and supports USB 3.1 Gen 2 speeds for charging and
ample bandwidth for Ultra HD 4K video.

Reversible USB-C connector

Evolved performance

No more with USB-C, which is completely reversible. USB-C supports much bigger bandwidth than previous
There’s no up or down, it connects every time, the first USB connection types, allowing full usage of USB 3.1
time. It gets much faster data speeds and device Gen 2 specifications and capabilities. Speeds go up to
charging. USB-C is becoming the new standard on 10Gbps, twice those of USB 3.0 via USB-A connectors.
notebooks, tablets, smartphones, power banks, and
many other devices.

Durable and high powered

Smooth Ultra HD 4K delivery

The premium connector is tested to a minimum

The vastly higher speeds and greater fidelity offered by

10,000 insert/remove cycles for a prolonged service

combining USB-C cables and ports with USB 3.1 Gen 2 data

lifespan. Additionally, we use 22AWG wiring that standards. They provide an ideal channel for big video files in
carries up to 100W, enough to power sizable native Ultra HD 4K, enabling transmission from devices to
devices. An integrated high-grade E-MARK controller external storage and live playback without buffering,
regulates and boosts power delivery to ensure slowdown, or loss of quality.
safety, efficiency, and speed.

Features
● Reversible Type C Connector, plug and unplug
easily without checking for the connector
orientation.
● Premium Aluminum casing to minimize
electromagnetic interference.
● Transmit up to 5 amps of electric current,
delivering up to 100 watts.﹝For USB-C to C﹞
● USB-C enabled monitors will offer ultra HD 4K
video resolution.﹝For USB-C to C﹞
● Connect at up to 10GBPS with Super Speed
USB3.1.﹝For USB-C to C﹞
Specifications
● Interface: USB-C to USB-C 3.1 GEN2,
USB-C to USB-A 3.1 GEN1,
USB-C to USB-A 2.0
● Color: Silver
● Dimensions (L x W x H): 100 cm
● Warranty: 1 years

Ordering Information
Model
USB-C
TO C
USB-C
TO 3.1A
USB-C
TO 2.0A

Model Number

EAN Code

□ACC3AL-100CM-CSV

4712366969056

□ACA3AL-100CM-CSV

4712366969049

□ACA2AL-100CM-CSV

4712366969032

